
Technology, Humanity  
and the Future of Food





We are at the  
pivot point  

of exponential 
change
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Exponential, combinatorial, and interdependent



Craving for technology - is this the new religion?
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Can you imagine a ‘post-meat’ food ecosystem?



A post-meat, post-oil, beyond-the-pill world: inevitable abundance? 



Hybrid thinking: what is today, and what might be tomorrow
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Humans ☯ machines: new relationships
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Humans ☯ machines: new relationships



Machines that can hear us, see us, understand us;  
and that are no longer programmed but taught!



Intelligence: “the ability to accomplish complex goals” 



Intelligence: “the ability to accomplish complex goals” Artificial Intelligence: “computer systems able to perform tasks that normally 
require human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, 

decision-making, and translation between languages”



Not really













How  
computable 

are we?



Social intelligence (human) 

Emotional intelligence (human) 

Intellectual intelligence (human) 

___________________ 

Artificial intelligence (machines)
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Intellectual intelligence (human)



“Algorithms outperform human intelligence when it is not about understanding  
emotional states, intentions, interpretations, deep semantic skills, consciousness,  

self-awareness and flexible intelligence”  (via Luciano Floridi)
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Food, travel, 
experiences, 
relationships, 

 consciousness: 
inherently human 

and 
inherently 
inefficient 



 Food isn't digital, cooking is not an app, enjoyment isn’t code



The fundamental challenge ahead of us: what will it  
mean to be human once machines have infinite power?



What should (not) be automated? 
What should (not) be connected? 
What should (not) be smart?



 All great technology is 

#hellven



https://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-tech/crispr-gene-editing-and-the-dna-of-future-food/

GMOs and Crispr: the very definition of HellVen
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Who will be Mission-Control for a sustainable food system?



Will we need some kind of ‘EPA for Humanity’ ?



The future of AG: Cloud + IoT + AI:  a new meta-intelligence
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SOFTWARE IS EATING THE WORLD  
(Marc Andreessen)



… but cheating the world is clearly an increasing challenge



The future of food in the age of machines: hyper-connected but still human?
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Smart-everything should not result in (in)advertent dehumanisation  



Are humans  
the horses of  
the coming 
digital era?



But anything that cannot be digitized or automated will become much more valuable   

Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be…



Taking humans out of the loop might be efficient… but does it create lasting value?



Efficiency is for robots (transcend it!)



Reminder: technology is not what we seek but how we seek



Judgement Erosion 
Automation Bias 

Reductionism 
Worm-holing 

De-skilling 
Abdication 



Machine thinking 



Machine thinking 



Where will you position yourself?



Stay hungry  
Stay human!



Thanks for your time 
and attention!


